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An electrochemical, label-free method was developed to detect folate

receptor positive tumor cells by specific recognition of a polydop-

amine-coated carbon nanotubes–folate nanoprobe to cell-surface

folate receptors. This strategy offers great promise to extend its

application in studying the interaction of ligand and cell-surface

receptor.
As we know, the early detection of tumor cells plays an important

part in effective cancer treatment. Some methods such as immuno-

histochemistry, immunofluorescence, flow cytometry, reverse tran-

scription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), and immunization-

magnetic separation have been established for monitoring cell

viability and proliferation.1 Among these methods, the electro-

chemical sensingmethod has attracted considerable attention because

of its remarkable advantages such as high sensitivity, simplicity, rapid

response, compatibility with miniaturization technology, and low

cost.2 However, the selectivity for some electrochemical biosensors

may be limited, and therefore, sensitive and valuable ligands for

selective recognition and capture of target cancer cells are desirable.

With unique chemical and physical properties, carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) have generated a tremendous amount of research interest in

the area of biosensing, imaging and drug delivery.3 Incorporation of

CNTs not only produces new functions but also improves their

stability and biocompatibility. Some biomolecules, inorganic mate-

rials and polymers as modifiers can be attached onto CNT surfaces.4

Recently, polydopamine (PDA), a mimic of the specialized adhesive

foot proteinMefp-5 (Mytilus edulis foot protein-5), has been reported

to perform well as a binding agent for coating on various substrates.5

Herein, the spontaneous oxidative polymerization of dopamine

(DOA) was employed to fabricate a versatile platform, which

provided imide to carry out a coupling reaction with carboxyl from
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folic acid to obtain folic acid-functionalized nanoprobes

(CNTs@PDA-FA) (Scheme 1). The as-prepared CNTs@PDA-FA

nanoprobes may not only maintain excellent characteristics as

normal carbon nanotubes, but also have a high affinity of folic acid

with the folate receptor over-expressed tumor cells. Based on above-

mentioned advantages, we present a label-free method for a sensitive

detection of HeLa and HL-60 cells with the electrochemical imped-

ance technique. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on

the use of polydopamine-coated carbon nanotubes for the electro-

chemical detection of cancer cells.

After dopamine was dissolved into pH 8.5 Tris buffer and exposed

to air, it turned grey and eventually a polymeric precipitate was

observed, polydopamine (PDA), which has an aromatic structure

with catechol groups. Fig. 1S(A)‡ shows the reaction formula. In the

experiment, this spontaneous oxidative polymerizationwas employed

to fabricate a versatile platform on the CNT surface. Compared the

SEM image of the resultant PDA-modified CNTs (CNTs@PDA)

and CNTs-COOH (Fig. 2S‡), the surface of CNTs@PDA clearly

became rough. A TEM image was also used to characterize the

CNT@PDAnanocomposites. As presented in Fig. 1A, all nanotubes

are wrapped by polymer shells, which have a lighter color than the

graphene sidewall of the CNT due to lower density. The interface of

the CNT sidewall and PDA is clearly observed. As shown in Fig. 1B,
Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the folic acid-targeted cytosensing

strategy.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 TEM image of CNTs@PDA (A) and high magnification of the

CNTs@PDA surface (B), illustrating the uniformity of the coating and

the presence of the polydopamine.

Fig. 2 The fluorescent images of the HL-60 (A) and HeLa (B) cells

stained by calcein-AM after capture on the ITO/CNTs@PDA-FA/BSA

electrode for 1 h. The living cells emit green fluorescence.

Fig. 3 (A) Nyquist plots of modified GCE recorded in solutions con-

taining 10 mM [Fe(CN)6]
3�/[Fe(CN)6]

4� and 1.0 M KCl with the cell

concentrations of 5.0 � 102, 5.0 � 103, 5.0 � 104, 5.0 � 105 and 5.0 � 106

cells mL�1 (from a to e). (B) Concentration of HeLa cells in the samples

versus the electron-transfer resistance (Ret) on the HeLa/BSA/

CNTs@PDA-FA/GCE sensors.
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the shell thickness is about 8.2 nm and gradually increases during

reaction.

Folic acid is a water-soluble vitamin B complex, and its molecular

structure is shown in Fig. 1S(B).‡ The CNTs@PDA-FA nanoprobe

can be achieved by a coupling reaction between the carbon imide and

carboxyl from folic acid. The FTIR spectrumwas used to identify the

functional groups presented outside the CNTs after the treatment of

PDA and FA. The spectrum of CNTs@PDA (Fig. 3S(A)‡ curve b)

illustrates that the bands appear at 1606 cm�1 and 1508 cm�1 due to

aromatic rings, as well as bands due to methylene –CH2 (2930 cm
�1),

catechol hydroxyl O–H (3386 cm�1), and aromatic amidocyanogen

(1280 cm�1) groups situated outside the CNTs, which indicated that

the PDA was coated outside the CNTs. For the CNTs@PDA-FA

nanoprobe (curve c), two new peaks at 1225 cm�1 and 1201 cm�1

represent pteridine rings from FA, demonstrating that folic acid has

coupled to the CNTs@PDA.

The biocompatibility is related to hydrophilicity, which could be

measured by the contact angle technique. As shown in Fig. 3S(B),‡

bare GCE, CNTs-COOH, CNTs@PDA and the CNTs@PDA-FA-

modified electrode gave the contact angles of 73.3� 1.3�, 45.0� 0.2�,
22.9� 0.6� and 21.3� 1.8�, respectively. The CNTs@PDA-FA gave

a smaller contact angle than any other substrate, demonstrating its

excellent hydrophilicity. Therefore, the prepared nanoprobe provided

a microenvironment highly favorable for cell adhesion and retention

of cell activity.

The electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of the modified

electrodes were shown in Fig. 3S(C).‡ At a bare GCE, the redox

process of the probe showed an electron transfer resistance of 400 U

(curve a). After CNTs@PDA-FA was assembled onto the electrode,

the semicircle decreased dramatically (curve b) due to the good

conductivity of the CNTs@PDA-FA probe. This result also proved

that the conductivity of the carbon nanotubes can be well main-

tained, and this interface can provide a sensitive response platform

for cell electrochemical detection.

Calcein-AM (calcein acetoxymethyl ester), a non-fluorescent, cell-

permeable compound, converts to the strongly green fluorescent

calcein when hydrolyzed by intracellular esterase in live cells. It is

widely used for determining cell viability since the fluorescence

intensity of calcein is proportional to the amount of live cells. Calcein-

AM staining experiments (Fig. 2) showed that folate receptor positive

tumor cells such as HL-60 and HeLa cells were effectively captured

by the CNTs@PDA-FA nanoprobe. Most of the capture cells were

living (green shows living cells), indicating the capability of the

CNT@PDA-FA-modified interface to maintain cells that are live.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a popular

method to monitor live cells. The impedance spectra include a semi-

circle portion and a linear portion. The semicircle portion at higher

frequencies corresponds to the electron-transfer-limited process, and

the linear portion at lower frequencies represents the diffusion-limited

process. The semicircle diameter equals the electron-transfer resis-

tance, Ret. To evaluate the reaction between cells and the interface,

the CNTs@PDA-FA-modified electrode was exposed to various

concentrations of cells. The corresponding Nyquist plots of imped-

ance spectra are shown in Fig. 3A. The diameter of the Nyquist circle

increased with the addition of HeLa cells, implying the significant

occupation of more cells on the electrode surface after the cell incu-

bation, leading to larger Ret values for the redox probe due to

the decreased active surface area, and the cells’ barrier effect against

the electron communication between the electrochemical probe and
Analyst, 2012, 137, 1316–1318 | 1317
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the electrode surface. TheRet value was proportional to the logarithm

of HeLa cell concentration ranging from 5.0� 102 to 5.0� 106 cells

mL�1 (Fig. 3B), with a correlation coefficient of 0.99 (n¼ 3). The limit

of detection was calculated to be 5� 102 cells mL�1, which was better

than or comparable to that of 8.32� 103 cells mL�1 at an impedance

sensor for K562 cells6 and 1.0 � 104 cells mL�1 at a piezoelectric

immunosensor for Salmonella.7

EIS experiments were further performed for monitoring the

dynamic recognition process between suspension cells and the elec-

trode interface. In our system, the ac impedance was measured at

a potential of 5 mV. Under this condition, there is no oxidation–

reduction chemistry taking place and the measurements are a very

gentle way of measuring the intrinsic electrical properties of the

interface. The charge-transfer process is negligible, and the diffusion-

controlled process is an important one. Therefore, the following ac

impedance measurements could be used to study the changes of the

modified electrode interface impedance at a fixed low frequency

(10 Hz). The relative resistance DR was defined by DR ¼ Rt � R0,

where Rt and R0 represent the impedance measured at a fixed time,

and when the electrode just was immersed into the solution, respec-

tively. DR showed the increasing trend with the increase of time and

the increasing rate is related to concentration of HL-60 cells. This

trend reflects the slow recognition process between the nanoprobes

andHL-60 cells in the solution. The number ofHL-60 cells loaded on

the electrode interface increased with time, leading to capacitance

reduction and impedance enhancement. As shown in Fig. 4A, the

impedance increased gradually with time and reached a maximum

value at 50 min. Thus, the recognition time between the sensors and
Fig. 4 (A) Relative impedance at 10 Hz with time for BSA/

CNTs@PDA-FA/GCE scanned while being immersed in various

concentrations of HL-60 cells in PBS: (a) 0, (b) 5.0� 102, (c) 5.0� 103, (d)

5.0 � 104, (e) 5.0 � 105 cells mL�1. (B) Calibration plots of the increase

rate of relative impedance (DA) for determination HL-60 cells at the

BSA/CNTs@PDA-FA/GCE.

1318 | Analyst, 2012, 137, 1316–1318
cells could be optimized by the impedance–time spectra. The time-

dependence of impedance changes is presented in Fig. 4B in terms of

the the rate of change of the relative resistanceDA.DAwas calculated

by DA ¼ (DRcell � DR0)/DR0, where DRcell and DR0 represent the

impedance of the modified electrode immersed into the cell solution

with different concentrations in PBS buffer for 50 min. TheDA value

was proportional to the logarithm of the HL-60 cell concentration

ranging from 5.0 � 103 to 5.0 � 105 cells mL�1, with a correlation

coefficient of 0.99 (n¼ 3). The limit of detection was calculated to be

5� 102 cells mL�1, which was better than or comparable to 5� 103

cells mL�1 at a photoelectrochemical cytosensor for SMMC-7721

cells.8

Conclusions

This work describes the preparation of a novel CNTs@PDA-FA

nanoprobe and the fabrication of a sensitive impedance sensor for the

detection of tumor cells, which can detect as low as 500 cells.

Compared to other systems that require antibodies or natural

enzymes, this composite is more robust and not susceptible to

denaturation or decomposition. The as-prepared CNTs@PDA-FA-

modified electrode may not only maintain the advantages of the

CNTs@PDA nanocomposites, such as conductivity, stability,

biocompatibility and reactivity, but also has the high affinity of folic

acid with the folate receptor over-expressed tumor cells. The research

will facilitate the application of functionalized carbon nanotubes for

highly sensitive and selective cell detection,DNAand protein analysis

and the development of new imaging modalities.
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